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Abstract

Because of its importance in viral replication, the M2 proton channel of the Influenza A virus has 

been the focus of many studies. While we now know a great deal about the structural architecture 

underlying its proton conduction function, we know little about its conformational dynamics, 

especially those controlling the rate of this action. Herein, we employ a single-molecule 

fluorescence method to assess the dynamics of the inter-helical channel motion of both full-length 

M2 and the transmembrane domain of M2. We find that the rate of this motion depends not only 

on the identity of the channel and membrane composition, but also on pH in a sigmoidal manner. 

For the full-length M2 channel, the rate is increased from (~190 µs)−1 at high pH to (~80 µs)−1 at 

low pH, with a transition midpoint at pH 6.1. Because the latter is within the range reported for the 

conducting pKa value of the His37 tetrad, we believe that this inter-helical motion accompanies 

proton conduction.
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Motion of the gate: The Trp41 gate of the M2 proton channel is shown to undergo a spontaneous 

conformational motion on a timescale of tens to hundreds of microseconds. The time constant of 

this motion exhibits a sigmoidal dependence on pH with a midpoint that closely matches the 

electrophysiologically determined conducting pKa value of the His37 tetrad, suggesting that this 

motion accompanies proton conduction.

Keywords

M2 proton channel; Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy; Photoinduced electron transfer; 
Conformational dynamics; pH titration

The M2 protein of the Influenza A virus consists of 97 residues and exists in the envelope of 

the virus as a homotetramer.[1] One important function of this M2 tetramer, which forms a 

pH-responsive channel, is to shuttle protons unidirectionally across the viral membrane, 

allowing acidification of the viral interior in the endosome lumen.[1,2] Because this 

acidification event plays a key role in viral replication, the M2 proton channel has become a 

popular anti-viral drug target.[3] As such, many studies have been devoted to elucidating its 

proton conduction and inhibition mechanisms.[4–8] In particular, significant progress has 

been made in recent years in structure-based studies,[9] providing much needed molecular 

insight into the understanding of the pH-activated, asymmetric proton conducting action of 

the M2 proton channel. While the details of existing models[10–19] differ with regard to the 

mechanism of proton conduction, they share several common features: (1) proton selection 

and channel activation are primarily controlled by the His37 tetrad (Supporting Information, 

Figure S1); (2) the channel is activated or transitioned from a closed to an open state when 

three His37 residues are protonated at an acidic pH, (3) the role of the Trp41 tetrad 

(Supporting Information, Figure S1) is to allow unidirectional proton conduction only when 

the pH is low on the outside of the virus, and (4) channel waters are actively involved in 

proton conduction. Although we now know a great deal about the structure of this 

membrane-spanning channel and many thermodynamic aspects of its mechanism of action, 

we know relatively little about the underlying dynamics that control the rate of proton 

conduction. Herein, we aim to address this question by using a single-molecule fluorescence 

technique to assess the inter-helical conformational dynamics of the M2 channel in model 

membranes.
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As a necessary process for proton conduction, the protonation-deprotonation event of His37 

could be the rate-limiting step.[13,17] However, the study of Hong and coworkers[20] found 

that the His37-water proton exchange rate (~105 s−1) is significantly higher than the time-

averaged unitary proton flux of M2, suggesting that in addition to the essential and rapid 

protonation-deprotonation step allowing the passage of a proton through the His37 

gate,[21,22] additional steps need to be included in the kinetic mechanism in order to explain 

the observed rate of proton conduction. In fact, several scenarios have been proposed, 

including (1) the His37-Trp41 cation-π interaction can periodically form and break at low 

pH,[23] thus modulating the rate of proton conduction, (2) a recycling step is required after 

each proton release,[24] which involves closing the Trp41 gate and opening the Val27 gate 

and hence decreases the rate of proton conduction, (3) even at low pH the C-terminal open 

conformation (i.e., the conformation that allows transfer of protons from His37 to the 

interior of the virus) is only transiently populated,[25] leading to a slower apparent rate, and 

(4) proton migration from water cluster B to C (Supporting Information, Figure S1) requires 

an additional conformational transition that involves Trp41 via either sidechain or backbone 

motions.[26] Given that Trp41 is involved in all these scenarios, we carried out a single-

molecule fluorescence experiment to directly assess its conformational dynamics under 

equilibrium but different pH conditions using both the full-length M2 protein and a 

truncated variant corresponding to the transmembrane domain of M2 (referred to as M2TM).

Our experimental design is based on the notion that Trp can effectively quench the 

fluorescence of oxazine dyes, such as Atto 655.[27,28] Because this quenching effect arises 

from a photoinduced electron transfer (PET) process, it requires the quencher (Trp) to be 

sufficiently close to the fluorophore (dye). In addition, as the rate of PET is sensitively 

dependent on the quencher-fluorophore separation distance (RQF), it is possible to utilize a 

Trp-dye pair and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) to characterize the rate of a 

specific protein conformational motion; as long as this motion modulates RQF and hence 

induces fluctuations in the fluorescence intensity.[29,30] To employ this PET-FCS strategy to 

assess the conformational dynamics of Trp41 in the full-length M2 and M2TM proton 

channels, we introduced an Atto 655 dye at position 40 via a Cys residue using a double 

mutant of the respective native sequence, Leu40/Cys-Trp41/Phe (the labeled peptide and 

protein are hereafter referred to as M2TM* and M2*, respectively). The reason that we use a 

Trp41/Phe M2 (M2TM) mutant to carry the Atto 655 fluorescence reporter is to eliminate 

the intra-molecular quenching effect arising from the Trp residue on the same helix in the 

tetramer, which, when present, would dominate the observed PET-FCS signal.[31] To use 

M2* (M2TM*) to report the motion of Trp41, we use a mixture of wild-type M2 (M2TM) 

and M2* (M2TM*) to prepare the corresponding membrane-bound tetramers. By 

specifically controlling the ratio between the labeled and non-labeled proteins (peptides), we 

ensure that the large majority of tetramers prepared contain either no or only one M2* or 

M2TM*. Because in a M2* (M2TM*) containing tetramer only an inter-molecular 

quenching effect can occur, the PET-FCS signal thus provides a direct measurement of the 

underlying Trp41 dynamics. Our results show that Trp41 is subject to a conformational 

motion that occurs on a timescale of tens to hundreds of microseconds, depending on pH, 

membrane composition, and the identity of the proton channel (i.e., full-length M2 or 

M2TM). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study revealing that the M2 proton 
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channel undergoes a spontaneous conformational fluctuation on the long microsecond 

timescale in bilayers.

As described in the experimental section, a M2*/M2 (M2TM*/M2TM) ratio of 1/50 was 

used to prepare the membrane-bound tetrameric protein (peptide) samples. Therefore, most 

of the tetramers would not contain any M2* (M2TM*) and hence will not contribute to the 

FCS signal. Furthermore, this low molar ratio makes the percentage of the tetramers that 

contain more than one M2* (M2TM*) molecule significantly smaller than that containing 

only one M2* (M2TM*) (i.e., 0.04% versus 2%). For ease of discussion, below we refer to 

these fluorescent tetramers as M2*-M2 (M2TM*-M2TM) channels. In addition, we used 

two model membranes, in the form of large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), composed of 

POPC/POPG (4/1) and POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2), respectively.

First, we examined the Trp41 conformational dynamics in a truncated version of the M2 

proton channel, the M2TM channel. Previous studies[6,17,20,26,31–37] have shown that the 

tetrameric assembly, proton conduction ability and drug binding property of the M2 channel 

are maintained in the M2TM channel. Thus, this model M2 channel has become a popular 

system for interrogating the structural and dynamic determinants of M2 function. As shown 

(Supporting Information, Figure S2), the FCS curve obtained with M2TM*-bound POPC/

POPG LUVs can be well fit by Eq. (1) with a τD of 4.1 ms and a single dynamic component 

of 5.1 µs (amplitude = 0.15).

(1)

The τD value is consistent with the diffusion correlation time of 100-nm-sized LUVs under 

our experimental conditions, whereas the 5.1 µs dynamic component can be assigned to 

triplet state formation of the fluorescence reporter based on previous FCS measurement on 

the Atto 655 dye.[31,38] In comparison (Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4), besides 

these two components, the FCS curve obtained with M2TM*-M2TM channels at pH 5.0 

contains an additional dynamic component with a time constant of 121 µs. Therefore, this 

FCS component must originate from PET and, because only inter-molecular PET can occur, 

its time constant (hereafter referred to as τPET) manifests the conformational changes of the 

channel that influence the separation distance between the Atto 655 reporter on one helix 

and Trp41 residues on the other three.

As shown (Figure 1 and Supporting Information, Table S1), the τPET of M2TM*-M2TM in 

POPC/POPG membranes exhibits a sigmoidal dependence on pH with a midpoint of 6.8 

± 0.1. Because the fluorescence spectra of the M2TM* peptide measured at pH 5.0 and 7.0 

are practically identical (Supporting Information, Figure S5), this pH dependence is unlikely 

due to the Atto 665 dye, but instead arises from the conformational motions of the channel. 

Interestingly, adding cholesterol to the model membranes has a notable effect on τPET as 

well as its pH dependence (Figure 1; Supporting Information, Figures S6 and S7 and Table 
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S1). It is clear that in the presence of cholesterol the value of τPET becomes longer and the 

midpoint of the corresponding pH titration curve is decreased to 6.3 ± 0.2.

The observed PET signal could arise from either the Trp41 sidechain (local) motion or an 

inter-helical (global) motion. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we carried out a 

control experiment using a dye-labeled channel wherein only intramolecular PET can occur. 

Specifically, we introduced the Atto 655 dye through a Leu40/Cys mutant of M2TM (the 

labeled peptide is hereafter referred to as M2TM**) and then mixed M2TM** with a Trp-

less mutant of M2TM, i.e., Trp41/Phe, at a 1/50 ratio in LUV membranes composed of 

POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2). As shown (Supporting Information, Figures S8 and S9), 

the FCS curves obtained with M2TM**-Trp41/Phe M2TM channels at both pH 5.0 and 7.0 

can be well fit by only one kinetic component (m = 1) with a time constant of a few µs, 

which corresponds to the aforementioned triplet state formation. Thus, this result indicates 

that the Trp41 sidechain motion occurs on a timescale that is outside of our experimental 

time window (i.e., faster than µs), consistent with previous studies,[39,40] and that the PET 

component observed in the case of M2TM*-M2TM is a manifestation of its inter-helical 

motion.

The effect of cholesterol on τPET and its pH dependence also supports the above assessment. 

Many studies have shown that cholesterol can affect the rigidity of lipid membrane and help 

maintain the structural integrity of the cell membrane.[41–45] Moreover, Cristian et al. have 

shown that cholesterol is critical to the stability of the tetrameric structure of the M2 proton 

channel.[46] Therefore, it is expected that cholesterol will affect the inter-helical motion of 

the M2TM channel, as observed. Furthermore, the finding that τPET becomes shorter at 

lower pH is in line with previous studies showing that the M2 channel exhibits higher 

conformational plasticity at acidic pH.[17,23,47,48]

The His37 tetrad can sample four protonation states (i.e., His1+, His2+, His3+, His4+) 

depending on pH, and the transition from the His2+ to His3+ state is believed to dictate the 

closed-to-open transition of the channel.[37] As such, several studies[20,37,49–51] have 

attempted to determine the underlying pKa value of this transition. For example, Okada et al. 
reported a pKa of 5.9 for a truncated variant of M2 (i.e., from residue 25 to 43) in a POPE/

POPS (1/1) membrane,[49] whereas a value of 6.3 was determined by Cross and coworkers 

for M2TM in a DMPC/DMPG (4/1) membrane.[37] Similarly, Pielak and Chou found a pKa 

of ~6.6 for the 18–60 segment of M2 in membranes extracted from E. coli.[18] However, Hu 

et al. found that in a virus-mimetic membrane consisting of DPPC/DPPE/Cholesterol/SM 

(21/21/30/28) the pKa value of this transition for M2TM is decreased to 4.9.[20] Clearly, 

these studies indicate that the pKa value governing the His2+ to His3+ transition of M2TM 

depends on membrane composition. Thus, considering the fact that a similar dependence is 

observed for the pH titration curve of τPET and that the midpoint of this curve is similar to 

the pKa value reported by Cross and coworkers,[37] we believe that τPET is a judicious 

reporter of the pH-induced conformational changes underlying the closed-to-open transition 

of the M2TM proton channel. To further validate this notion, we performed FCS 

measurements on a M2TM channel that does not have proton selectivity. Specifically, based 

on the whole-cell patch clamp experiment of Wang et al.,[52] which showed that mutation of 

His37 to Gly eliminates the pH dependence of the proton conduction rate of M2, we 
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assembled channels using M2TM* and the His37/Gly mutant of M2TM in membranes 

consisting of POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2). As indicated (Figure 1; Supporting 

Information, Figures S10 and S11), the τPET of this M2TM mutant channel becomes pH 

independent within the pH range of the experiment and hence corroborates the conclusion 

reached above. In addition, this finding provides further supporting evidence that the pH-

dependence of the PET time constant observed for M2TM*-M2TM does not arise from the 

Atto 665 dye. Finally, to verify that the mutations used to construct the M2TM*-M2TM 

channels do not significantly change the proton conduction functionality of the channel, we 

also carried out proton flux measurements following a protocol previously published by Ma 

et al.[32] As shown (Supporting Information, Figure S12), the cumulative proton flux per 

M2TM*-M2TM tetramer (and the corresponding dye-less tetramer) at pH 5.0 was 

determined to be 7.9 ± 0.7 H+/s, which is almost identical to that (8.6 ± 0.9 H+/s) reported 

previously for the wild-type M2TM.[26]

With the experimental approach validated, we use it to further study the conformational 

dynamics of the full-length M2 proton channel. As shown (Supporting Information, Figures 

S13 and S14), the FCS curve obtained with M2*-M2 channels embedded in the membrane 

of LUVs consisting of POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2) at pH 5.0 contains the expected PET 

component with a time constant of 84 µs. Similar to that observed for M2TM*-M2TM, the 

PET time constant of M2*-M2 shows a sigmoidal dependence on pH (between 5 and 8) with 

a midpoint value of 6.1 ± 0.2 (Figure 2; Supporting Information Table S1). This pH value is 

consistent with that obtained from both whole-cell patch clamp and liposome 

experiments,[52–54] which showed that the effective pKa for proton conduction is ~6. For 

M2TM, the pKa value varies by 0.5 pH unit in the presence versus absence of cholesterol. 

By contrast, the pKa values measured for M2TM*-M2TM versus M2*-M2 in the same lipid 

compositions are nearly identical within the experimental error. Thus, it is likely that the 

differences in pKa, which are sometimes attributed to differences in the length of a given 

protein construct[37] are, instead, at least partially attributable to the differences in lipid 

compositions used in the different studies. Moreover, when comparing to the PET dynamics 

of M2TM*-M2TM, those of M2*-M2 is faster at both high and low pH values. These results 

indicate that the Trp41 tetrad in the full-length proton channel undergoes a faster 

conformational fluctuation than that of the truncated version. This increase in the rate of the 

inter-helical conformational dynamics likely results from subtle differences in the packing of 

the tetrametric structures of the full-length and truncated M2 channels.[4],[9]

The M2 channel has a relatively low proton conductance rate, which is in the range of 101–

104 protons/s.[55–57] This value is one to three orders of magnitude slower than that expected 

for the transmission of a proton through a water-filled pore of the size of the M2 channel 

devoid of ionizable groups.[58] While it is well recognized that the His37 tetrad poses a 

barrier for proton conduction,[17] this barrier alone, does not seem sufficient to fully explain 

the low proton conductance rate.[33,34,55,59,60] Recently, Markiewicz et al.[26] provided 

experimental evidence indicating that the Trp41 tetrad is mostly dehydrated even under 

acidic conditions, which suggests the existence of a second barrier on the proton-conducting 

pathway, due to the discontinuity between water clusters B and C (Supporting Information, 

Figure S1). In other words, for a proton released from His37 to water cluster B an additional 

conformational change, besides that of His37, is required to pass the proton through the 
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Trp41 gate.[24] Therefore, we believe that the inter-helical motion captured by PET, the rate 

of which matches the upper limit of the observed proton conductance rate, not only 

necessitates proton conduction but also controls its flux. This picture is further supported by 

electrophysiological studies that show the conduction of the channel increases at low pH, 

even after correcting for the increase in the permeant ion concentration gradient.[56,61] In 

addition, our observation that τPET becomes smaller at acidic pH compared to that at basic 

pH is consistent with experimental[17,23,47,48] and simulation[36,59,62,63] studies showing that 

the M2 tetrameric assembly is more dynamic at low pH. For example, the study of Schnell 

and Chou[4] found that the dynamics of the Trp41 sidechain is significantly increased when 

the pH is decreased from 7.5 to 6.0 and that lowering the pH from 7.5 to 6.5 broadens most 

of the NMR resonances corresponding to the TM helix. The latter suggests pH-dependent 

inter-helical motion.

In summary, we have taken advantage of the fact that a Trp residue can quench the 

florescence of a nearby Atto 655 dye and employed this quencher-fluorophore pair to 

interrogate the inter-helical motion of the M2 proton channel through the Trp41 gate, using 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Our results have revealed that the time constant of 

this motion is in the range of tens to hundreds of microseconds and exhibits a sigmoidal 

dependence on pH in the range of 5 – 8. For the full-length M2 proton channel, the 

corresponding pH titration curve is manifested by a transition midpoint of 6.1, a high-pH 

baseline amplitude of 185 µs and a low-pH baseline amplitude of 84 µs. Because the 

midpoint of this pH titration curve is similar to the electrophysiologically observed 

conducting pKa of the His37 gate, we believe that the corresponding inter-helical motion is 

coupled to proton conduction. Finally, as the rate of this motion is significantly slower than 

the equilibration rate between viral exterior and the His37 tetrad, it likely acts as a dynamic 

gate to further assist protons released from His37 to pass the Trp41 region before entering 

the interior of the virus.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Dependence of the PET time component (τPET) on pH for M2TM*-M2TM channels in 

LUVs consisting of POPC/POPG (4/1) (blue cycles) or POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2) 

(red cycles). The solid line in each case corresponds to the best fit of the data to a Hill 

equation and the resultant midpoint pH value is 6.8 ± 0.1 for POPC/POPG LUV and 6.3 

± 0.2 for POPC/POPG/Cholesterol LUV respectively. Also shown is the pH dependence of 

τPET obtained for M2TM*-His37/Gly M2TM channels in LUV membranes consisting of 

POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2) (green squares).
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Figure 2. 
Dependence of the PET time constant (τPET) on pH for M2*-M2 channels in LUVs 

consisting of POPC/POPG/Cholesterol (4/1/2). The solid line corresponds to the best fit of 

the data to a Hill equation and the resultant midpoint pH value is 6.1 ± 0.2.
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